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Pre-formed lead-free flexible
flashings for chimneys and
ventilation pipes

Area of application

Sealing gas
flue outlets

Sabetoflex provides the perfect collar and flashing
combination for gas flues with diameters ranging
from 100-160mm.
Unlike traditional metal collars, up to three of which
are needed to cover all pitches, Sabetoflex collars can
be adjusted to suit the pitch and can be used just as
effectively on flat and green roofs*.
*Please contact our Technical Department for specific installation advice.

Already well established in many central european countries
during the last 20 years, Klober introduced the Haus Profi range
into the UK market in 2014. The products will provide an easy
to install, cost-effective alternative to lead for the sealing of
penetration through pitched, flat, metal and polycarbonate roofs.

Sabetoflex is sold through Haus Profi™ Lead
Replacement Specialists, a brand of Klober Ltd.

email: info@haus-profi.co.uk | www.roof-flashing.info
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Sabetoflex kits come complete with a pre-installed Wakaflex® sealing collar
which provides an airtight seal with the roof. This offers a far better solution
than standard lightweight metal flashings which provide no overall seal and
can be inadequate on low pitches. The Wakaflex® plate is provided with
butyl strips around the edge for easy fixing.

Installation
For correct installation, please ensure that there is a gap between the pipe
and outlet. This is a mandatory requirement, especially for wood burners.

Operating Temperatures
Gas Flue Outlet (Plastic): up to 100˚C

Colours & Sizes
Gas Flue Outlets
100mm | 125mm | 160mm
For roof pitches 7°- 48°

Product

Width

Colour

Code

Gas Burner (M-Flex)
Gas Burner (M-Flex)

100mm
100mm

Red
Anthracite

PSFEX100RE
PSFEX100AN

Gas Burner (M-Flex)
Gas Burner (M-Flex)

125mm
125mm

Red
Anthracite

PSFEX125RE
PSFEX125AN

Gas Burner (M-Flex)
Gas Burner (M-Flex)

160mm
160mm

Red
Anthracite

PSFEX160RE
PSFEX160AN

Related Product
Sabetofix M Glue
Using Sabetofix adhesive makes it possible to install a flashing even in
rainy weather.
The process is simple: just apply a thin line of Sabetofix on the butyl tape,
and it is then possible to install on a wet surface
•

Unlike some other adhesives, once opened
Sabetofix can be resealed and used again

•

Temperature tolerance is between -30°C and 90°C.
Lowest working condition is 5°C.

Size: 290ml
Code: PACCGL

Contact

Haus Profi
Unit 6F, East Midlands Distribution Centre, Short Lane,
Castle Donington, Derbyshire, DE74 2HA, UK
tel: 0845 600 4427
fax: 01332 813 082
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